PC Products is a suite of three database reporting programs which utilize district data as maintained in LACOE’s Human Resource System (HRS) or PeopleSoft Financial System (PSFS). These products are available individually or in combination under a contract with LACOE.

1. **Labels, Lists and Letters (LLL)**
   
   - Program utilizes downloaded HRS employee database (EDB) records, control database (CDB) tables (e.g., job classification, work location), and position control database (PCDB) elements. This data enables districts to create mailing labels, listings and letters.
   
   - Fixed reports are included in this program, along with ability to write your own reports using the customized report feature. Two fixed reports frequently used by districts are a district phone directory and salary scatter gram.
   
   - Districts will find many uses for this program, including downloading the data into spreadsheet, database, or word processing software.
   
   - At a minimal cost, the district can also receive a download of the credentials data and have LLL installed on a network for multiple users.

2. **Labor Distribution**
   
   - Utilizes downloaded information from the processing of payrolls, benefit information, voluntary deductions, earnings by earnings type, etc., enabling users to create reports and access these areas of information.
   
   - All payroll data for the fiscal year is available including earnings, deductions, and employer contributions.
   
   - Data fully distributed to level of fund, resource, goal, function, object, and location.
   
   - Ability to write your own reports using the customized report feature.
   
   - Other uses for data: overtime analysis, program costs by employee and fringe cost analysis and downloading the data into spreadsheet, database, or word processing software.

3. **PeopleSoft Financial System (PSFS)**
   
   - Utilizes downloaded accounts, balances and transaction data from PSFS enabling the district to create customized accounting reports as needed.
   
   - All PSFS transactions for the fiscal year are provided.
   
   - Other uses for data: cash flow program reporting, site reporting, MAA reporting at the summary and detail level, account reconciliation and analysis and downloading the data into spreadsheet, database, or word processing software.